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**A 3-6**

Belle is a cheerful, industrious maiden who takes care of her three selfish, squabbling siblings. When her widower father ventures to another land, he is sheltered in a castle belonging to an ominous beast who releases him on condition that he send Belle in his stead. Belle, against her father’s wishes, goes to the beast and, over the course of time, learns to love the creature whom she originally despised. The dialogue of this play is rich and poetic and the characters of the father, the heroine, and the beast are resonating. The adaptation retains much the strength of the original tale and would engage the adults in the audience at least as well as the children.

However, the characters of Belle’s siblings, are drawn with cartoonish simplicity and while they seem intended as comic relief, their buffoonery seems to belie the emotional reality of the main plot. When Belle returns from the beast’s castle, she tries to assert herself and overcome the passivity which has made her a slave to her family’s caprices. However, Belle backs away from her new-found power and never fully achieves the transformation which she initiates.

The script demands extensive and expensive costuming, but the demands on other production elements are more modest. While many scenes would probably have benefitted from the high production values of the Children’s Theatre Company, the script generally yields itself to simpler theatrical solutions.
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